We propose an effective approach to automatically localize buggy shared memory accesses that trigger concurrency bugs. Compared to existing approaches, our approach has two advantages. First, as long as enough successful runs of a concurrent program are collected, our approach can localize buggy shared memory accesses even with only one single failed run captured, as opposed to the requirement of capturing multiple failed runs in existing approaches. This is a significant advantage because it is more difficult to capture the elusive failed runs than the successful runs in practice. Second, our approach exhibits more precise bug localization results because it also captures buggy shared memory accesses in those failed runs that terminate prematurely, which are often neglected in existing approaches. Based on this proposed approach, we also implement a prototype, named Locon. Evaluation results on 16 common concurrency bugs show that all buggy shared memory accesses that trigger these bugs can be precisely localized by Locon with only one failed run captured.
INTRODUCTION
It is very difficult to debug concurrent programs due to their congenital non-determinism [36, 30, 23] . First, concurrency bugs are triggered only under particular thread interleavings. Second, even after a concurrency bug has been exposed in a failed program run, it still takes a tremendous amount of time and effort to localize and fix the bug [25] . Previous work [19] shows that it takes nearly 73 days on * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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Concurrency bugs exhibit most frequently as order violations (OV) and atomicity violations (AV) (including singlevariable (SAV) and multi-variable (MAV)), accounting for 97% of common concurrency bugs [19] . Some of them are caused by data races in programs, while others occur even in data-race-free programs. OV is a violation of the desired happen-before order [19] between two accesses to the same shared variable. AV is a violation of a code region's atomicity (also known as serializability) [19, 28] , which occurs when the code region is unintentionally interleaved with memory accesses from another thread.
A large amount of work [7, 32, 33, 3, 27, 20, 28] has been proposed to detect concurrency bugs, e.g. data races and AV bugs, by leveraging static and/or dynamic program analysis techniques. Unfortunately, due to the large amount of false positives, programmers still have to sift through a large volume of results to localize the bugs. Prior work [26] finds that 90% of the detected data races are actually benign.
Meanwhile, some other work [23, 37, 6] tries to expose concurrency bugs by triggering them via systematic or randomlyorchestrated thread interleavings. But, even after strenuous testing, unexposed bugs could still be hidden in programs, and their manifestation could be catastrophic [15, 8, 31] .
During testing concurrent programs, developers have to manually localize a concurrency bug after it incidentally shows up in a failed run. However, it is very time and effort consuming to pinpoint the exact cause or source of a concurrency bug [19, 30, 12] , i.e. identifying the exact memory accesses that cause the bug, due to their large volume.
To relieve the debugging burden from programmers, some approaches [30, 29, 12, 5] try to analyze the logged data and automatically localize the exact causes of the bugs. The aim of these approaches is not to trigger or detect the bugs, but to localize the causes of the bugs after they show up in failed runs, a so-called fault localization problem. They collect program predicates at runtime in multiple runs, which may complete successfully or fail. Such predicates can be branch outcomes [12] , bug patterns [30, 29] , or cache coherence events [5] , which exhibit different behavior in successful and failed runs. Statistical models such as the Jaccard index [30, 29] , the harmonic mean of the occurrence frequency, or well-defined scores [12, 5] are then used to calculate the scores for those predicates. Predicates with higher values are more likely to be the true causes.
The score of each predicate is calculated based on the relative numbers of the failed and successful runs in which this predicate shows up. To allow the true causes to have distinctly higher scores, a sufficient number of successful and failed runs are required. However, it is not easy to capture a large number of failed runs, e.g. it took about 22 hours (tens of thousands of successful runs) for a real-world SAV bug in the Apache Server to manifest in a failed run [28] . More likely, a programmer will capture one failed run after many more successful runs in reality.
In this paper, we propose a more practical approach to address the above limitation. Our approach, through a systematic examination of the common buggy shared memory accesses, identifies a list of shared memory access pairs that behave distinctively in failed and successful runs. Three scenarios that summarize the manifestation differences of the buggy memory access pairs triggering OV or AV (also SAV or MAV) bugs in successful and failed runs are thus identified. This inspires us to develop three test procedures, each of which checks the distinctive memory access pairs in one of the three scenarios. Experiments on 16 common concurrency bugs show that our approach can localize these bugs even with only one failed run captured and has significantly fewer false positives than the state of art methods.
This paper makes the following contributions:
◮ First, we identify an exhaustive list of scenarios that indicate the manifestation differences of the buggy access pairs triggering OV or AV bugs in successful and failed runs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to compile all possible scenarios that cover OV and AV bugs.
◮ Second, we propose 3 comprehensive test procedures to automatically localize buggy memory access pairs by matching them to all identified scenarios. The test procedures are designed elaborately to eliminate potential false positives.
◮ Third, we implement a prototype, named Locon, based on the proposed test procedures, and evaluate it on 16 common concurrency bugs. The results show that Locon is capable of localizing these bugs precisely with only one failed run captured, i.e. it is not required to capture multiple failed runs to pinpoint a bug as in existing approaches.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the main idea of this paper. Section 3 and 4 respectively illustrate scenarios and test procedures. Section 5 and 6 present and evaluate Locon. Section 7 discusses related work. Section 8 concludes the paper.
OVERVIEW
We firstly define some notations and then leverage an example to motivate the main idea of our approach.
Notations
A thread is denoted as Ti, where i = 1, 2, ..., indicates a unique thread id. M a x represents an access to a shared variable x, where M indicates the type of the access, either R (Read) or W (W rite), a is the instruction or statement in the source text that issues the access.
A shared memory access pair, or an access pair for short, represents an immediate dependency (R-W , W -R, or W -W ) between two memory accesses in two threads: M A successful run is a program execution that produces the expected output of the programmer. Otherwise, the execution is considered as a failed run. In this paper, we only handle with failed runs caused by OV and AV bugs. Also, failed and successful runs have the same program input.
Typically, the manifestation of concurrency bugs shows up in the form of wrong values being read from the violated shared variables. These reads are referred to as ET P s (Error T riggering P oints) of the concurrency bugs in this paper. After the occurrence of an ETP, the program may continue to run but produce incorrect results, or may be terminated prematurely due to faults. Therefore, the tail of the buggy access pair may not show up after the ET P . Such buggy access pair is often not included in the final report of most existing approaches because its tail is not actually executed. Our approach pays special attention to these buggy access pairs and results in more precise localization results.
A Motivating Example
We use the example illustrated in Figure 1 to describe the main idea of our approach. This is a real-world OV bug from Transmission-1.42 [34] , which is a multi-threaded BitTorrent download client. In this example, h->bandwidth is a shared variable initialized by the statement h->bandwidth = tr bandwidthNew(h, NULL) in session.c, i.e. W h->bandwidth (the statement is omitted for simplicity). The statement assert(h->bandwidth) in bandwidth.c reads h->bandwidth, i.e. R h->bandwidth , which ought to occur after W h->bandwidth . Unfortunately, due to the lack of proper synchronization, R h->bandwidth is likely to be executed before W h->bandwidth and reads an uninitialized value, causing an assertion failure. Thus, R h->bandwidth is the ET P of this bug.
The bug is not often triggered even with the bug-triggering input. Actually, we cannot come across this bug until tens of thousands of successful runs have been tested. After studied the program, we found that the function allocateBandwidth is called from an event callback function that is often called about 500 milliseconds after h->peerMgr is created. This is why the bug occurs rarely in practice. But, if the execution environment is changed, e.g. the underlying schedule policy, the bug may manifest and cause the program to crash. 
Unexpected value is read due to the premature write.
Unexpected value is read due to the hysteretic write. ∅ II Buggy access pair is missing due to the ET P .
The first write is covered by the second.
x Inconsistent values are read due to improper write. 
II
Buggy access pairs are partially missing due to the ET P .
y Inconsistent results of multiple variables due to improper accesses. 
Inconsistent results of multiple variables due to improper accesses. 
Buggy access pairs are partially missing due to the ET P . Table 1 : Different scenarios for OV and AV bugs. "R": possible ET P triggered by a read, "∅": there is no access pair in the failed run. Figure 2 shows a common process of testing and debugging a concurrent program, which iteratively executes the program binary with a given input. If the program run is successful, the testing process iterates again. Otherwise, if failed, programmers have to manually find the bug, which is often time consuming. Our approach collects access pairs in program runs, and when a failed run is encountered, test procedures based on the manifestation scenarios analyze the collected access pairs and report buggy access pairs that trigger the bug. For the bug in Figure 1 , if the assertion happens to fail after some successful runs, our approach will report R h->bandwidth → W h->bandwidth as the buggy access pair after applying Test Procedure II (see Section 4.2).
Note, the program crashes after the execution of the ET P of the bug, i.e. R h->bandwidth , and W h->bandwidth is not actually executed in failed runs. Most existing pattern-based approaches fail to localize this bug, since they only consider access patterns gathered in failed runs [21, 30, 29] . For instance, Falcon [30] only ranks access patterns collected in failed runs and therefore may fail to localize this bug. Instead, our approach can successfully report the buggy access pair as the bug cause. Our advantage comes from the exhaustive list of manifestation scenarios presented in Section 3, which is the basis of our approach.
MANIFESTATION SCENARIOS
We present the scenarios based on two hypotheses [37] . First, most of concurrency bugs can be triggered with a small number of thread preemptions, i.e. the well-known small scope hypothesis [10, 23] . We leverage this observation to bound the number of access pairs in scenarios to two. Second, a majority of concurrency bugs can be triggered when the buggy access pairs show up in program runs, regardless of the data value of the shared variables involved in the access pairs, i.e. the value-independence hypothesis [37] . Besides, we also assume that properly synchronized concurrent programs adhere to the data-race-free 0 model [2] . With this model, the underlying hardware appears to be sequential consistent even though it may be implemented using a weaker consistency model. Based on these assumptions, Table 1 demonstrates a exhaustive list of scenarios for OV and AV bugs based on two threads T1 and T2 (omitted due to space limitation) and at most two shared variables x and y. We explain each column as follows.
The column 1 shows bug types. The column 2 gives each type of bug an ID number. For OV bugs, there are only three possible violations of shared memory access orders: R-W , W -R, and W -W . Thus, there are three types of OV bugs (ID-1 ∼ ID-3). For SAV bugs, each one involves three shared memory accesses [20, 30] . The combinatorial number of R and W for the three accesses is 2
3 , but only four of them are unserializable, i.e. AV bugs. Thus there are four types of SAV bugs (ID-4 ∼ ID-7). Similarly, we can conclude that there are eight types of MAV bugs (ID-8 ∼ ID-15).
The column 3 lists one possible illegal interleaving for each type of bug, where the accesses in the left and right sides are respectively executed by T1 and T2, the accesses in the same thread are executed from top to bottom, and the arrow between two accesses denotes their happen-before order, i.e. the source happens before the target. The bug is triggered under the illegal interleaving, leading to a failed run in the column 4. For example, ID-1 is an OV bug, where the intended happen-before order between the two accesses is R The illegal interleavings listed in the column 3 represents all possible anomalous interleavings triggering OV and AV (including SAV and MAV) bugs. These interleaving patterns are more comprehensive and general than the problematic access patterns used in prior work for specific classes of concurrency bugs [20, 30, 29, 28, 35] .
The columns 6 and 7 illustrate access pairs manifested in possible successful runs. For each OV bug, there is only one possible case in successful run, where the desired happenbefore order of the involved accesses is followed. For each SAV or MAV bug, there are two possible cases, and each of them is a serialized execution of the involved atomic regions and the atomicity semantics are satisfied.
As shown in the column 5, there are three possible manifestation scenarios, denoted as Scenario I, II, and III. The intuition behind these scenarios is to summarize the manifestation differences of the buggy access pairs in the failed and successful runs. These differences serve as the basis for our test procedures for concurrency bug localization. Actually, developers also pay more attention to abnormal program behaviors in failed runs compared with successful runs when debugging a program. We discuss each scenario as follows.
Scenario I
In this scenario, buggy access pairs only occur in failed runs, but not in successful runs. Take ID-4, an SAV bug, as an example. In the two successful runs (the columns 6 and 7), the atomicity between W it is an MAV bug involving two shared variables, x and y). We call such two buggy access pairs coupled buggy access pairs. If one of them is missing in a failed run, we call them partially-missing coupled buggy access pairs.
Note, in the second case of the failed runs in ID-7, the bug can be triggered by W alone. It needs an illegal interleaving with y. This is why the former is in Scenario I while the latter in Scenario II.
Scenario III
Buggy access pairs show up in both failed and successful runs in this scenario. Take ID-10 again as an example. As mentioned above, there are three possible cases in its failed runs. In the first one (the second one is similar), there is a coupled buggy access pairs:
, each of which also shows up in successful runs (the columns 6 and 7). But, they do not show up together in any successful run.
Although Table 1 only lists MAV bugs triggered by only two access pairs, other unlisted MAV bugs can also fall into this scenario. Suppose an MAV bug that can be triggered by "at least" n access pairs, where n ≥ 2: h1 → t1, h2 → t2, ..., hn → tn, which may involve more than two shared variables. If the happen-before order between hi and ti, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is reversed in a program run, the bug will not be triggered, and the following access pairs will be collected: h1 → t1, h2 → t2, ..., ti → hi, ..., hn → tn. Therefore, there exist at least n successful runs, each of which only reverses one of n access pairs. Thus, the scenario of the n buggy access pairs satisfies the conditions of Scenario III: each one of them shows up in both failed and successful runs, but they never show up together in any successful run.
As previously discussed in the small scope hypothesis, concurrency bugs triggered by more than two access pairs are very rare in real practice [19, 37] . Hence, even if it is very simple, we will not extend our test procedures to localize such bugs, because it will increase the localization over-head significantly without much benefit. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing concurrency bug localization methods considered such bugs due to their complicated trigger conditions and rarity in real practice.
TEST PROCEDURES
Assume P is a concurrent program and I is a concurrencybug-triggering input of P . P Run and F Run respectively denote a set of access pairs that can be collected in a successful and failed run of P under I. P Set is the set of P Runs. Given P Set and an F Run, the fault localization problem is to identify buggy access pairs triggering the concurrency bug in F Run. In practice, it is much easier to come across P Run than F Run due to the special trigger conditions of concurrency bugs. Moreover, after a few number of P Runs encountered, almost all of possible access pairs in P under I can be collected. For simplicity of explanation, the following description first assumes that we have collected all possible access pairs that can appear in P Runs in the P Set. In Section 4.4, we will show that the assumption is not required in practice. Besides, in Section 6.3, we will also study the sensitivity of localization results on the number of P Runs.
To solve the localization problem, we design 3 test procedures to localize buggy access pairs manifested in scenarios discussed in Section 3. We describe them as follows.
Test Procedure I
The first test procedure aims to uncover buggy access pairs manifested with Scenario I, where buggy access pairs show up in F Run, but not in P Runs. Algorithm 1 shows the details of this test procedure. In Step1 (lines 1 ∼ 6), we collect access pairs that show up in F Run, but not in P Runs, denoted as apSet. However, access pairs in apSet are not all buggy. This is one major cause of false positives in other existing approaches. We identify those false positives in the following steps and filter them out.
One type of false positives is caused by the predictable access pairs. An access pair is predictable by another, if and only if the presence of the former can be inferred by the presence of the latter, but not vice versa. This means if the latter presents in a program run, the former will be also found in this run. Figure 3 shows an OV bug, which is triggered by W We filter out this type of false positives in Step2 of Algorithm 1 (lines 7 ∼ 10) by identifying predictable access pairs in apSet. Suppose two access pairs AP1 and AP2 in apSet, where AP1 is predictable by AP2. Then AP2 is identified as a false positive. The reason is as follows. Assume AP2 is not a false positive but the buggy access pair that triggers the bug. Then its reversed access pair, denoted as RAP2, will not be buggy according to OV and SAV bugs shown in Table 1 . Thus, there exists a P Run that contains both AP1 and RAP2. This violates the precondition that AP1 is in apSet, i.e. AP1 does not show up in any P Run.
Another type of false positives is caused by the execution of a rarely executed code region after an ET P in the failed run, e.g. an embedded debugging routine in the program.
In this case, all access pairs in this code region will appear only in F Run but not in P Runs. They are certainly not the causes of the concurrency bug. To eliminate such false positives, access pairs in apSet are sorted according to their occurrence order in Step3 of Algorithm 1 (line 11) as such false positives always occur after buggy access pairs. The reason is that the formation of these false positive access pairs results from the triggered concurrency bugs.
Test Procedure II
Test Procedure II is to localize buggy access pairs manifested with Scenario II, where buggy access pairs show up in neither P Runs nor F Run because they are missing or partially-missing in F Run due to ET P s. Thus, they cannot be directly localized as those manifested with Scenario I. We localize these buggy access pairs by observing the manifestation of their reversed access pairs in P Runs and F Run.
For missing buggy access pairs, their reversed access pairs will always show up in P Runs, but not in F Run. For example, in the second case of failed runs of ID-2 in Table  1 For partially-missing coupled buggy access pairs, the reversed access pairs of the missing buggy access pairs show up in P Runs together with their counterparts (which are also buggy access pairs) in the coupled buggy access pairs. Take the third case of failed runs of ID-10 in Table 1 , in successful runs due to the required atomicity of accessing to both x and y.
We leverage above observations on reversed access pairs to localize buggy access pairs manifested with Scenario II. end // Step1.2: get coupled access pairs that always show up together in P Runs 10 for successful run P Runm ∈ P Set do 11 for APi, APj ∈ P Runm and APi, APj / ∈ apSet and APi, APj access different shared variables do 12 f lag ← true; 13 for successful run P Runn ∈ P Set do 14 if (APi ∈ P Runn and APj / ∈ P Runn) or (APi / ∈ P Runn and APj ∈ P Runn) then f lag ← false; break; Algorithm 2 shows the details. In Step1.1 (lines 1 ∼ 9), we collect access pairs that show up in all P Runs. In Step2.1 (lines 19 ∼ 22), we check each access pair collected in Step1.1 whether it show up in F Run. If not, its reversed access pair (returned by getReversedAP()) is considered as one of the missing buggy access pairs. Similarly, Step1.2 (lines 10 ∼ 18) and Step2.2 (lines 23 ∼ 29) can localize partially-missing coupled buggy access pairs in F Run.
However, non-buggy access pairs may also be missing in F Run due to ET P s. For example, code regions always executed in successful runs may not be executed in the failed run after an ETP occurs, so reversed access pairs of the access pairs in these code regions can also be identified as buggy after the above steps. To eliminate such false positives, we also sort the original access pairs of those obtained by above two steps according to their occurrence order (Step3 in line 30), as the similar reason to that in Test Procedure I. Now, apply this test procedure to the example in Figure 1 . After Step1.1, we can find that W h->bandwidth → R h->bandwidth shows up in all P Runs, which means the read access to h->bandwidth should happen after the initialization. In Step2.1, we can further find that this access pair do not show up in F Run. Thus, its reversed access pair, R h->bandwidth → W h->bandwidth , is reported as the buggy access pair after sorting in step3. 
Test Procedure III
This test procedure aims to localize buggy access pairs manifested with Scenario III. Algorithm 3 shows the details of this test procedure. In Step1 (lines 1 ∼ 6), we collect access pairs that show up in both P Runs and F Run, denoted as apSet. In Step2 (lines 7 ∼ 14), for any two access pairs in apSet that access different shared variables and are from two threads, we check whether they show up together in P Runs or not. If they do not show up together in any P Run, they are considered as coupled buggy access pairs, denoted as capSet. As in Test Procedure I, false positives caused by predictable access pairs are filtered out in Step3 (lines 15 ∼ 21).
To find out whether coupled access pairs show up together in an P Run, we need to check whether the heads and the tails of the two access pairs also form the same coupled access pairs in this P Run. The problem is how to represent the heads and the tails, which are dynamic memory accesses. Generally, they can be represented by the addresses of the instructions issuing them [30] . This is usually enough for Test Procedures I and II as they mainly aim to localize OV and SAV bugs, which only involve a single shared variable. However, it is insufficient for Test Procedure III. Figure 4 explains the reason. This is an MAV bug, where T1 writes shared variables x and y in a loop. In successful runs (P Run1 ∼ P Run3), T2 can read consistent values of x and y as the atomicity is satisfied. If Test Procedure III processes F Run only using instruction addresses to identify dynamic memory accesses, no buggy access pair can be localized, because any two of the three access pairs in F Run can be found show up together in P Run2 with the same instruction addresses of the heads and the tails.
Dynamic instances of the same instruction executed in different threads or calling contexts can also impede our attempt to localize buggy access pairs. But, concurrency bugs involving different calling contexts are very rare in real applications [19, 5] , so we omit such cases for efficiency reasons. Besides the instruction address, denoted as pc, we append additional information on each shared memory access to eliminate above confusion. The information include the tid of the thread executing the access, denoted as tid, and the loop information of the access, denoted as loop, which indicates the entry and iteration of the loop if the access is executed in a loop. With these additional information, the check in Step2 is performed at 3 progressive levels of preciseness: pc, tid, and loop. Each gives more preciseness, but also more offline analysis overhead.
We use the example in Figure 4 again to describe how the check in Step2 is performed at each preciseness level. After Step1 in Algorithm 3, apSet = {R . First, at the pc-level, both of them pass the check as discussed before and no buggy access pair is localized. Second, at the tid-level, the two sets of coupled access pairs respectively have the following forms of tids in F Run: (T2 → T1, T1 → T2) and (T2 → T1, T2 → T1). As shown in the column 3 of Table 1 , there is no MAV bug with the second form. Thus, only the first coupled access pairs are checked and the second is discarded. In P Run2, we can also find that these two access pairs have the same forms of tids, thus no buggy access pair is localized. Third, at the loop-level, which is based on the observation that programmers generally either make a whole loop atomic or create atomic regions within the loop body but rarely across iteration boundaries [24] , we can find that W 
Is the Complete P Set Necessary?
As stated above, each test procedure requires the complete P Set, which is the set that contains all feasible P Runs. However, it is usually not available in practice. Thus, is it really necessary to have a truly complete P Set when we apply the test procedures to localize buggy access pairs?
To answer this question, we conduct an experiment on 6 very diverse real concurrent applications shown in Table 2 . In this experiment, each application is executed many times with the same workload in two environments, Native and Random. Access pairs showing up in each run are collected. The only difference between Native and Random environ- ments is that a random number of microsecond delays are inserted at the points of shared memory accesses in the Random environment to explore more thread interleavings. Figure 5 shows the accumulated number of different access pairs in each run. When the number of test runs reaches a certain amount, the increase in the number of different access pairs diminishes quickly or remains the same, which means that the number of different access pairs in concurrent programs is limited. In fact, the occurrence of a new access pair depends on the explicit synchronizations used in a program and the distance 1 between the head and the tail of the access pair. Statistically, if these two factors are kept unchanged, all feasible access pairs can be collected. If a non-buggy access pair is very difficult to be collected, it usually means this access pair has a very low probability to appear in both successful and failed runs. Thus, although it may introduce false positives if it shows up only in failed runs, it can be ignored due to the very low probability.
Hence, there is really no need to run a large number of P Runs to collect a complete P Set because there is only a limited number of access pairs in P Runs for most programs.
IMPLEMENTATION
This section describes Locon, a prototype based on the proposed test procedures. Locon has two components: 1) an online profiler, which takes a concurrent program binary and its input as inputs, executes the program binary with the given input, and collects access pairs during the executions; and 2) an offline analyzer, which takes collected access pairs as inputs and applies test procedures to localize buggy access pairs when a concurrency bug is triggered.
The online profiler is implemented using Pin [22] . To record the head and the tail of an access pair, we need to collect the following information of the two memory accesses: memory address, instruction addresses, thread ids, and loop information. To obtain the loop information, Locon detects loops via dominators in the control flow graph [4] . The detection is offline, and introduces no additional overhead. Locon uses a stack to maintain the loop information for each thread. When a thread enters a loop, the entry address and current iteration number of this loop are pushed onto the stack. When this thread exits a loop, the corresponding loop information is popped from the stack. For a nested loop, when the thread exits the outer loop from the inner loop, information of the two loops needs to be popped together from the stack.
When a concurrency bug is triggered, the offline analyzer applies test procedures to localize the bug. Users are free to apply any of the test procedures via arguments of Locon. By default, test procedures are applied in the order of I, II, and then III (in the order of pc, tid, and then loop) until the bug is localized.
EMPIRICAL STUDIES
As shown in Table 3 , we use 16 commonly used concurrency bug benchmarks in prior work to evaluate Locon [21, 37] . They include 7 extracted bugs, i.e. Group E, and 9 real-world bugs from real applications, i.e. Group R. These bugs are written in C/C++ and represent different failure symptoms of concurrency bugs. For each bug, we collect 100 successful runs but only 1 failed run. The test procedures and preciseness levels are applied to the failed run in the default order until the buggy access pairs are localized. The evaluation is conducted on an Intel Xeon machine with 1.87GHz 48 cores and Debian 6 operating system.
We also compare Locon with a state-of-the-art tool based on a statistical approach, Falcon [30] , which is most relevant and similar to Locon. Due to the unavailability of the source code, we have to implement Falcon based on our best knowledge. Falcon uses a fixed-size window to collect access patterns on each shared memory location. Each pattern is assigned a suspicious score, and patterns with higher scores are considered more likely to be bugs. Our implementation uses the same window size as that mentioned in the Falcon paper. Other arguments are the same in Locon.
Study 1: Effectiveness
As shown in Table 4 , 10, 2, and 4 bugs are respectively localized by Test Procedure I, II, and III. As expected, the localization ability of Locon is not limited to bugs involving only one or two shared variables. For example, Bug#3 is an MAV bug involving three shared variables, and it is successfully localized by Test Procedure III at the tid-level.
An interesting example is Bug#7, which is an MAV bug but localized by Test Procedure I. Figure 6 shows the source of this bug. R 2 log f ile name and R 3 cur log in T1, W 8 log f ile name and W 9 cur log in T2 respectively have atomicity semantics. Even if this bug involves two shared variables log f ile name and cur log, it can be triggered by W 9 cur log → R 3 cur log alone, which means T1 reads the right value of log f ile name but the wrong value of cur log. Thus it can be localized by Test Procedure I. This provides a good proof that each test procedure is not limited to localize concurrency bugs manifested in the corresponding scenario. Compared with Falcon, the localization results of Locon have much fewer false positives. As shown in Table 4 , for the extracted bugs (i.e. the first 7 bugs), Falcon can precisely identify buggy patterns. However, for the 9 real-world programs, it is less precise and with more false positives. Although Falcon can identify all buggy patterns with high ranks (the column "rank"), some non-buggy patterns can also be ranked with high scores (the column "#rank1"). For example, in Bug#16, the number of patterns with the highest score is 282. The reason is that Falcon requires to capture a sufficient number of failed runs to gain higher scores for buggy patterns. Furthermore, Falcon failed to localize 7 of 16 bugs mainly due to the following three reasons.
First, concurrency bugs are triggered by buggy access pairs manifested in Scenario II, including Bug#9 and Bug#10. Due to ET P s, tails of those buggy access pairs are not actually executed in failed runs, i.e. they terminate prematurely. Hence, Falcon fails to collect those buggy patterns. However, Locon successfully localizes them with Test Procedure II.
Second, concurrency bugs involve multiple shared variables. This contributes to Bug#3, Bug#6, Bug#11, and Bug#14. Although Falcon also tries to extract patterns from bugs involving two shared variables [29] , it is very difficult to extract long patterns from complex bugs involving more than two shared variables, such as Bug#3. In contrast, Locon is based on access pairs with only 2 memory accesses each, rather than long access patterns (involved many memory accesses in each pattern), hence, has no such limitation.
Third, Falcon sometimes fails to gather a buggy access pattern due to its fixed window mechanism for efficiency. This impedes the localization of Bug#4, which is an SAV bug with the buggy pattern of R-W -R, similar to ID-6 in Table 4 : Localization results. "#SV": number of shared variables involved; "#AP": number of access pairs in failed runs; "#BAP": number of buggy access pairs; "TP": Test Procedure; "#P": number of patterns in failed runs; "rank": the rank of the buggy patterns; "#rank1": number of patterns with the highest score; " (m/n)": buggy access pairs are localized by this test procedure, m is the number of access pairs that pass the check of this test procedure, n is the rank of buggy access pairs; "N": failed to localize the bug. the current access to the same memory location is a R from the same thread, Falcon discards the R. This causes a loss of the first R in the collected buggy access pattern. Table 5 shows the overhead of the online profiler in Locon. The overhead of Pin is also included, which is the overhead of executing an application under Pin without any instrumentation. All runtime results are normalized to the native execution time. Note that the original Falcon was implemented in Java and was compared with the runtime of Java byte code. Our implementation is in C/C++ and is compared with the runtime of native binaries. In our implementation, Locon introduces comparable overhead in each run to that of Falcon on average. We believe the overhead can be further reduced, which is left as part of our future work.
Study 2: Efficiency
The two columns "time(s)" in Table 4 respectively shows the time consumed by the offline analyzer in Locon and Falcon. In most cases, Locon is efficient. But, for some bugs, e.g. Bug#14 and Bug#15, the offline analysis time of Locon could be somewhat long. To understand this phenomenon, the process of offline analysis is further partitioned into two steps. First, the analyzer reads access pairs from the available successful runs. Second, the analyzer applies test procedures to localize the bugs. The time consumed by each step is shown in Figure 7 .
For most bugs, i.e. Bug#10, Bug#12, Bug#13, Bug#15, and Bug#16, the reading step consumes most of the analysis time, because the analyzer needs to read all available successful runs before the localization. Different from these bugs, most of the analysis time for Bug#11 is in the localizing step. The reason is that this bug is localized at the loop-level, which needs more complex checks for the local- 
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Reading
Localizing Others Figure 7 : Overheads of the offline analyzer ization. However, Bug#14 consumes almost all of the time in the localizing step. After studying this bug, we find that the loop information recorded in the failed run of this bug is more complex than that of Bug#11, which made the localizing step more complex and time-consuming.
Study 3: Sensitivity
We also study the sensitivity of localization results on the number of successful runs by observing the change of localization results using different numbers of successful runs. Figure 8 shows analysis results. For Test Procedures I and II, the increased number of successful runs makes the localization results more precise. For Test Procedure III, there are some differences. For example, in c list, the number of coupled access pairs in the localization results increases with the number of successful runs. After studying the localization results, we find that the reason is that Test Procedure III requires access pairs to show up in both successful and failed runs. If the number of successful runs is very small, some access pairs may not show up in those successful runs.
From Figure 8 , we can conclude that the localization results of each test procedure are reasonably precise even with a small number of successful runs collected, which is 10 for most of the bugs. Even for MySQL-4 and Transmission, the number of successful runs needed is only 60 and 70, respectively. This demonstrates the practicability of Locon for bug localization because there is no need to gather a huge number of successful and failed runs. 
Threats to Validity
There are several threats to validity of our empirical studies. Threats to internal validity stem from the empirical setup. We assume programmers debug and fix the program by checking shared memory access pairs until the bug is localized. Although it may be different with the real debugging process, this approach has been adopted by many statistical bug localization research. Threats to external validity constraint the extent to which our approach can be used to other types of program bugs, which may introduce potential false positives or false negatives. Due to the lack of widely accepted bug benchmark suites, related work also suffer from this threat. To ease this threat, our bug suit has covered a majority of bugs used in related work.
RELATED WORK
Concurrency Bug Localization Statistical analysis is an effective method for bug localization in sequential programs [14, 16, 17] . Recently, it is also applied to concurrency bugs.
Falcon [30, 29] localizes concurrency bugs by pinpointing faulty interleaving patterns. The patterns are extracted from common types of concurrency bugs that include unserializable and conflicting interleaving patterns. Falcon gathers patterns in successful and failed runs via online pattern identification. Each pattern gathered in failed runs is assigned a suspicious score according to the Jaccard index [1] . The patterns with higher suspicious scores are more likely to be concurrency bugs.
CCI [12] applies the statistical debugging technique for bug isolations. CCI dynamically monitors three types of interleaving-related predicates on program states and behavior to diagnose program failures caused by concurrency bugs. CCI identifies failure predicates via statistical models.
Based on the statistical model used by CCI, PBI [5] is proposed to diagnose concurrency bugs in software production runs. The predicates used by PBI, called MESI-predicates, are cache-coherence events that can be monitored by hardware performance counters.
The commonality of above approaches is that they are all based on some empirical statistical models, which is the main difference between them and Locon. To precisely localize a concurrency bug, these models require a sufficient number of successful and failed runs. Unfortunately, some concurrency bugs are not easy to trigger in practice [23, 19, 28] . Therefore, it is quite challenging to gather enough failed runs for such models. In contrast, our approach has no such limitation, since it leverages different test procedures to localize buggy access pairs manifested with different scenarios.
Even with only one single failed run captured, our approach can still precisely localize the bug. Furthermore, the localization results of our approach have fewer false positives due to the consideration of shared memory accesses missing in failed runs. Concurrency Bug Detection There are many work on concurrency bug detection, including data races [7, 32, 33, 3, 27] and AV bugs [20, 28, 38] . Different with these work, Locon aims to localize bugs after they are triggered. Concurrency Bug Testing Some methods use different schedule or preemption policies to effectively expose concurrency bugs [23, 6, 37] . These methods can complement Locon in gathering successful runs for the bug localization. Other Work Some other tools try to automatically fix concurrency bugs [11, 13, 18] . Locon is also helpful to these tools since they only fix bugs that have been localized.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents an exhaustive list of scenarios that indicate the manifestation differences of buggy access pairs triggering OV or AV bugs in successful and failed runs. Based on these scenarios, a concurrency bug localization framework is proposed. The framework consists of 3 test procedures to localize buggy shared memory access pairs manifested in those scenarios. Each test procedure is designed with the consideration of minimizing false positives during the fault localization. A bug localization prototype, called Locon, is also implemented based on the 3 test procedures. Empirical results on 16 commonly used bugs show that Locon is quite precise and practical for concurrency bug localization. Compared with existing methods, which require a sufficient number of failed runs, Locon needs only one failed run. Besides, there is also no need to gather a huge number of successful runs for Locon due to the limited number of access pairs in concurrent programs.
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